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A Fortune 100 Pharma Company cultivates
a consumer-type employee experience,
ramping up for the future of work
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The Challenge

Pharmaceutical companies face hard challenges
and opportunities ahead—from continued pricing
pressure to M&A activity, lifecycle management, artificial
intelligence, the role of supergenerics, and digital
health. This global pharma company wanted to improve
its overall employee experience and better focus on
consumerization, analytics, and the future of work. Like
others in the pharma industry, it needed to continually
attract new talent and support the future workforce
structure to stay on the leading edge of innovation.

The Solution

The Digital Conversation Hub from Socrates.ai
An omni-channel approach with the Socrates.ai
Digital Conversation Hub gave the pharma company’s
employees access to what they needed, from where
they wanted, and allowed them to move on with
their day.

With The Digital Conversation Hub, employees go to
one place to get all their questions answered. They
don’t waste time searching multiple data, content, and
knowledge sites for information, or wait on the line for
the help desk to answer and then get back to them.
For this pharma giant, The Digital Conversation Hub
acts just like their own private virtual assistant. It is the
one place for their employees to ask questions and
get the latest HR/benefits-related answers and perform
important tasks.
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Fortune 100 Pharma Company
Key benefits include:

Pharma

• Fast implementation, rapid deployment—no
question/answer mapping/management or variation
mapping/management or training of the system

• Positioned the HR and benefits team as an
integrated member of the enterprise—providing
immediate answers to crucial questions in the
moments that matter most in employees’ lives.
This helped associates get back to innovating
on new pharma developments and solving other
mission-critical problems.

• Pre-built integrations to the pharma’s HR benefits/
knowledge databases

Learn more about Socrates.ai today

• Easy to understand, always up to date content based
on the pharma’s system of record

www.socrates.ai

The Results

Digital Transformation = Employee Awesome
The Socrates.ai solution helped the pharma company
dramatically improve its overall employee experience—
leveraging people, process, and artificial intelligence to
make an “employee awesome” workplace. Socrates.ai
is based on advanced artificial intelligence and natural
language processing and understanding (NLP/NLU), all
built and maintained by Socrates.ai.
Results included:

• Provided on-demand answers that enhanced
the new candidate experience—making its
talent search modern and transformative.
• Provided insights/analytics on internal
employee behavior to achieve an “employee
awesome” experience.
• Created a simple and integrated on-boarding
experience.
• Created pulse surveys that helped encourage a
digital dialogue with employees around the globe
about what’s working and what isn’t working.
• Provided on-demand information and actions
for employees to get consistent answers
without spending time searching or logging
help desk tickets.
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